
 
 

 

  
Abstract—On lots of commercial blogs, bloggers’ negative 

comments about enterprisers’ images or harmful evaluations of 
products spread quickly in the cyber space. Moreover, an 
exposure of an inside story in the blogosphere may influence a 
company’s reputation. Therefore, to identify bloggers’ 
sentiment effectively is extremely important for enterprisers. 
These negative comments often bring great damage to 
enterprises. Recently, researchers proposed lots of machine 
learning techniques to efficiently detect customers’ negative 
emotions for helping companies to carefully response 
customers’ comments. However, they don’t consider the class 
imbalance problem which lots of bloggers’ comments are 
positive and far fewer comments are negative. A classifier 
induced from an imbalanced data set has high classification 
accuracy for the majority class, but an unacceptable error rate 
for the minority class. Therefore, this study proposed two new 
methods, MCBS and VS to provide a possible solution. Finally, 
a real case of bloggers’ comments regarding MP3 products will 
be employed to illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed 
methods. 
 

Index Terms—Sentiment Classification, Class Imbalance 
Problems, Blogs, Data Mining.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, blogs have been considered as one of the 

fastest growing sections of the Internet and are emerging as 
an important communication mechanism that is used by an 
increasing number of people [1][2]. On lots of commercial 
blogs, bloggers’ negative comments about enterprisers’ 
images or harmful evaluations of products spread quickly in 
the cyber space. Moreover, an exposure of an inside story in 
the blogosphere may influence a company’s reputation. 
Therefore, to identify bloggers’ sentiment effectively is 
extremely important for enterprisers. These negative 
comments often bring great damage to enterprises.  

Recently, researchers have paid much attention on 
sentiment classification [3] to identify customers’ negative 
emotions for helping companies to carefully response 
customers’ comments. In related works, two popular 
approaches, machine learning methods and information 
retrieval techniques, have been employed to address this 
problem [4] . It’s reported that machine learning methods 
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have better classification performances than information 
retrieval techniques. Hence, machine learning methods have 
become one of main streams in sentiment classification. 

In machine learning methods, several approaches have 
been developed for classifying sentiments. For example, 
Abbasi et al. [5] proposed SVRCE approach to analyze 
emotional states. Pang et al [6] investigate several supervised 
machine learning methods to semantically classify movie 
reviews. Dave et al [7] develop a method for automatically 
classifying positive and negative reviews and experiment 
several methods related to feature selections and scoring. In 
the work of Chaovalit and Zhou [4], machine learning 
methods and semantic orientation index have been presented 
to classify movie reviewers’ comments. The experimental 
results indicated that machine learning techniques have better 
performance, but they need additional time to be trained. 

However, when applying machine learning techniques to 
bloggers’ sentiment classification, researchers don’t consider 
the class imbalance problem (lots of bloggers’ comments are 
positive and far fewer comments are negative). A classifier 
induced from an imbalanced data set has high classification 
accuracy for the majority class, but an unacceptable error rate 
for the minority class. Therefore, this study proposed two 
new methods called Modified Cluster Based Sampling 
(MCBS) and BPN based Voting Scheme (VS), to provide 
possible solutions. Finally, a real case of bloggers’ comments 
regarding MP3 products will be employed to illustrate the 
effectiveness of our proposed methods. 

 

II. CLASS IMBALANCE PROBLEMS 
Generally speaking, there are two major groups of 

methods for solving class imbalance problems. They are 
algorithm/models oriented approaches and data manipulation 
techniques. The former aims to propose new learning 
mechanism or modify existing methods. This group includes 
Support Vector Machines (SVM), one class learning, 
information granulation based methods, and so on. One class 
learning techniques are to detect rare events involves an 
unsupervised framework, i.e. outlier detection or one-class 
classification [8]. Initially, minority examples are completely 
ignored and a model is trained by using all examples from the 
majority class (target class). Then, the outliers are detected as 
the data points with low probability of occurrence, small 
number of neighboring examples. Moreover, SVM is usually 
used to tackle class imbalance problem [9]. In information 
granulation based methods [10][11][12], objects are 
considered as “information granules＂. Through the process 
of information granulation, the class imbalance situations 
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will be improved.  
The second group involves several re-sampling techniques. 

They are: (1)under-sampling, methods in which the minority 
population is kept intact, while the majority population is 
under-sampled, (2) oversampling, methods in which the 
minority examples are over-sampled so that the desired class 
distribution is obtained in the training set, (3) cluster based 
sampling, methods in which the representative examples are 
randomly sampled from clusters [13], (4) adjust 
misclassification costs matrices, methods in which the 
prediction accuracy is improved by adjusting the cost (weight) 
for each class [14], (5) Mahalanobis Distance (MD) based 
two phase learning, methods in which MD is firstly used to 
screen the majority examples which we are 100% confidence 
to ensure they are truly majority [15], and (6) SOM based 
method (SWAI), methods in which the weights of SOM to 
represent the constructed clusters [16]. 

Traditionally, the simplest approaches are re-sampling 
techniques. Such re-sampling will modify the class 
distributions of the training data. However, over-sampling 
cannot gain new information about the minority class, since 
under-sampling may lose useful information about the 
majority class [17]. To enhance over-sampling and 
under-sampling, cluster based sampling technique [13] has 
been proposed. But, the number of clusters and how to 
choose representative examples are difficult to be determined. 
Moreover, these supervised methods lack a rigorous and 
systematic treatment on imbalanced data [18] and they still 
have some drawbacks.  

In order to solve the problems of cluster based sampling, 
this study proposes two novel solutions, MCBS and VS for 
imbalanced data. A real case of bloggers’ comments 
regarding MP3 products will be employed to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the proposed methods.  

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGIES 
In this section, we will introduce the implemental steps of 

the proposed two methods, MCBS and VS, to tackle class 
imbalance problems. Decision Tree algorithm (DT) has been 
employed as the basic learner in this study. 

A. Modified cluster based sampling (MCBS) 
How to select representative examples and how to 

determine the number of clusters is the main problems in 
cluster based sampling technique. The major purpose of 
MCBS is to enhance the advantages of “cluster based 
sampling” technique by providing possible solutions. MCBS 
involves three phases. They are “clustering”, “selecting 
representative examples in constructed clusters”, and 
“learning”. Detailed implemental steps can be described as 
below. 
Phase I: Clustering 

Step 1: Separate majority and minority examples into two 
groups. The minority population is kept intact. 

Step 2: Build clusters from the majority examples. 
In this study, K-mean algorithm has been 

employed to cluster objects. In order to determine 
number of clusters, two objective indexes, Entropy 
and Purity, are introduced. These two indexes can 

be defined as equations (1)&(2). 
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And q denotes the number of class labels, 
i
rn menas 

the percentage of class label r in cluster i, k is number 
of constructed clusters.  

                
Phase II: Selecting representative examples in constructed 

clusters 
Step 3: Calculate the distance between objects and the 

central point of cluster.  
Step 4: Select those examples that are close to the central 

point to be the representative of the constructed 
clusters. 

 
Phase III: Learning 

Step 5: Join those representative majority examples and 
the original minority examples together to be the 
training data set. 

Step 6: Build a classifier by implementing DT. 
   

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 The implemental procedure of the proposed 
VS method 

 
    
 

Step 2: Build Vote 
Classifiers 

Step 3: Train Voting 
Weights 

Input: 
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-Cluster based sampling 
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-MD based two phase learning 

Output: 
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Document-term 
matrix 

Step 1: Prepare Data 
Data collection & preprocess 



 
 

 

B. BPN based voting scheme 
The main purpose of the proposed BPN based Voting 

Scheme (VS) is to construct a multi-classifiers decision 
scheme. In VS method, based on five methods for dealing 
with the class imbalanced data, including “under-sampling”, 
“cluster based sampling”, “MCBS”, “SWAI”, and “MD 
based two phase learning”, we train the BPN to adjust the 
voting weights of these methods. Then, depending on the 
result of 5 classifier’s vote, we can find the best classification 
performance among these methods. VS method involves 2 
major phases, constructing voting classifiers (phase 1) and 
vote weights adjustment by BPN training (phase 2). The 
detailed implemental algorithm can be found as Figure 1. 
 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. The Employed Data 
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approaches, we 

employ an actual case of the bloggers’ comments regarding 
MP3 products from a real world blog, “reviewcenter 
(www.reviewcentre.com)”. 338 comments have been 
collected. In addition, 10-star rating system of 
“reviewcenter” website has been used to define the class 
label. For example, if the rate of one comment is above 7-star 
(below 4-star), this comment will be defined as positive 
(negative). Among 338 collected data, 34 of them are 
negative and 304 are negative comments. 

In addition, we employed the shareware Rubryx which can 
be downloaded at the website 
(http://www.sowsoft.com/rubryx) to segment words in this 
study. Rubryx segments words based on n-gram (unigram, 
bigrams, and tri-grams) features. Before extracting n-gram 
key words, some frequently used stop words should be 
removed. Readers can find a useful stop word list at   
http://www.dcs.gla.ac.uk/idom/ir_resources/linguistic_utils/
stop_ words. Finally, we extracted 300 keywords to describe 
the collected data. A 338×300 document-term matrix can be 
constructed after data preparation phase. Moreover, 4 fold 
cross validation experiment has been used in this study. 

B. Performance Measurement Index 
When learning from imbalanced data, we should discuss 

the effectiveness of performance index. Traditionally, the 
easiest way to evaluate the classification performance is 
based on the confusion matrix shown as Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Confusion matrix for binary class problem 

 Predicted Positive Predicted Negative 

Actual 
Positive 

TP (the number of 
True Positive) 

FN (the number of 
False Negative) 

Actual 
Negative 

FP (the number of 
False Positive) 

TN (the number of 
True Negative) 

 
The most popular performance index is overall accuracy. 
However, when handling imbalanced data, this measure is 
often not enough [10][11][12]. Another fact is the index 
considers different misclassification errors to be equally 
important. But as we know, a highly skewed class situation 

does not have equal error costs that favor the minority class, 
which is often the class of primary interest. Therefore, 
following the available studies [10][11][12][19][20][21][22], 
we use Overall Accuracy (OA), Positive Accuracy (PA), 
Negative Accuracy (NA), and Geometric Mean of PA and 
NA (G-Mean) to evaluate classifiers. Overall Accuracy is 
defined as  
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In this study, PA and NA represent the ability of detecting the 
positive (majority) and negative (minority) examples, 
respectively. They are defined as 

FNTP
TPPA +=  (6)

TNFP
TNNA +=  (7)

Besides, we should consider another integrated index, 
G-mean which is defined as 

NAAmeanG ×=− P  (8)
This measure is to maximize the accuracy on each of two 
classes while keeping these accuracies balanced. For instance, 
a high PA by a low NA will result in a poor G-mean.  
 

C. The Results 
In addition to MCBS and VS, we also implemented 

original DT without doing nothing regarding imbalanced 
data and traditional re-sampling techniques including 
over-sampling (OS) and traditional cluster based sampling 
(CBS) for the purpose of comparison. Table 2 shows the 
computational results of all implemented techniques. In this 
table, PA and NA represent the abilities of detecting majority 
and minority examples, respectively. From the results, we 
can find the original DT algorithm which doesn’t implement 
any technique for imbalanced data has the highest PA (97.9%) 
and the lowest NA (2.78%). It means DT has a serious class 
imbalance problem for handling the collected data. Therefore, 
it’s necessary to run re-sampling techniques. 

If we think the cost of misclassifying the minority 
examples into the majority class is equal to the 
misclassification cost of identifying majority example, OA 
could be used the measurement metric. From these results, 
DT has a high OA (85.71%) greater than OS (81.84%), CBS 
(41.53%), SWAI (69.02%), MD-DT (83.27%), MCBS 
(66.84%), and VS (84.36%). But, as we know, the cost of 
misclassifying the negative bloggers’ comments (the 
minority) can not be equal to the cost of misclassifying the 
positive comments (the majority). Generally speaking, 
enterprisers know the damage of negative comments is larger 
than the positive comments. They need to detect negative 
comments immediately and effectively to avoid they spreads 
in the cyber space. Therefore, the performance index OA is 
not suitable for imbalanced classifiers.  

G-mean which considers both PA and NA in the same time 
is very suitable to be employed to imbalance classification 
tasks. From table 2, the performances of our proposed VS 
(Mean: 66.62%, S.D.:3.12%) and MCBS (Mean: 66.47%, 
S.D.:4.84%) are better than OS (Mean: 61.15%, S.D.: 
10.59%), CBS (Mean: 55.74%, S.D.: 8.71%), SWAI (Mean: 
8.33%, S.D.: 16.67%), MD-DT (Mean: 47.77%, S.D.: 
6.10%). But, VS has a smaller standard deviation than MCBS. 
Besides, the OA of VS (84.36%) is also larger MCBS’s OA 
(66.84%).   



 
 

 

 
Table 2. Computational Results 

Positive accuracy (%) 
       Method 
Experiment DT OS CBS SWAI MD-DT MCBS VS

Fold1 100 86.67 46.67 0.00 96.67 56.67 88.33
Fold2 100 95.00 33.33 100 96.67 73.33 98.33
Fold3 93.3 86.67 30.00 100 86.67 73.33 88.33
Fold4 98.4 81.25 26.56 100 87.50 64.06 82.81
Mean 97.9 87.40 34.14 75.0 91.88 66.85 89.45
S. D. 3.16 5.68 8.80 50.0 5.54 8.07 6.47

Negative accuracy (%) 
      Method 
Experiment DT OS CBS SWAI MD-DT MCBS VS

Fold1 0.00 55.56 100.00 100.0 33.33 77.78 55.56
Fold2 0.00 22.22 88.89 0.00 22.22 66.67 44.44
Fold3 11.11 44.44 88.89 11.11 22.22 66.67 44.44
Fold4 0.00 55.56 88.89 0.00 22.22 55.56 55.56
Mean 2.78 44.44 91.67 27.78 25.00 66.67 50.00
S. D. 5.56 15.71 5.56 48.43 5.56 9.07 6.42

Overall accuracy (%) 
      Method 
Experiment DT OS CBS SWAI MD-DT MCBS VS

Fold1 86.96 82.61 53.62 13.04 88.41 59.42 84.06
Fold2 86.96 85.51 40.58 86.96 86.96 72.46 91.30
Fold3 82.61 81.16 37.68 88.41 78.26 72.46 82.61
Fold4 86.30 78.08 34.25 87.67 79.45 63.01 79.45
Mean 85.71 81.84 41.53 69.02 83.27 66.84 84.36
S. D. 2.09 3.09 8.46 37.32 5.15 6.66 5.02

G-Mean (%) 
      Method 
Experiment DT OS CBS SWAI MD-DT MCBS VS

Fold1 0.00 69.39 68.31 0.00 56.76 66.39 70.05
Fold2 0.00 45.95 54.43 0.00 46.35 69.92 66.11
Fold3 32.20 62.06 51.64 33.33 43.89 69.92 62.66
Fold4 0.00 67.19 48.59 0.00 44.10 59.66 67.83
Mean 8.05 61.15 55.74 8.33 47.77 66.47 66.66
S. D. 16.10 10.59 8.71 16.67 6.10 4.84 3.12

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, we consider class imbalance problems in 

bloggers’ sentiment classification and proposed two novel 
methods, MCBS and VS, to attempt to provide possible 
solutions. We also use a real case of bloggers’ sentiment 
classification to evaluate MCBS and VS. Experimental 
results indeed indicated that both of our methods outperform 
traditional techniques for imbalanced data, including 
over-sampling, cluster based sampling, SWAI, MD based 
two phase learning (MD-DT). The results also told us that 
high dimensional data (one of characteristics in textual data) 
could decrease the performance of traditional techniques for 
imbalanced data. To confirm the mentioned above results, 
additional experiments of higher dimensional data should be 
implemented in the future. 
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